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Somatic Copy Number Variations

Gain of chromosome arm 13q in colorectal carcinoma

MYCN ampli cation in
neuroblastoma
(GSM314026, SJNB8_N cell line)

fi

low level/high level copy number alterations (CNAs)

2-event, homozygous
deletion in a Glioblastoma
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•Single-sample CNV pro les
were assessed for the fraction
of the genome showing CNVs
(relative gains, losses)

•range of medians 0.001 (CML) 0.358 (malignant melanomas)
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•43654 out of 93640 CNV
pro les; ltered for entities w/
>200 samples (removed some
entities w/ high CNV rate, e.g.
sarcoma subtypes)
CNA fraction

Genome CNV
coverage in Cancers
80%

60%

40%

20%

0.190

0

Lowest / Highest CNV fractions =>

Gene dosage phenomena beyond simple on/off effects
*

Combined heterozygous deletions involving PTEN and TP53 loci in a case of prostate adenocarcinoma
(GSM148707, PMID 17875689, Lapointe et al., CancRes 2007)

fi

* A. H. Berger, A. G. Knudson, and P. P. Pandol , “A continuum model for tumour suppression,” Nature, vol. 476, no. 7359, pp. 163–169, Aug. 2011.

“group 3”

Somatic CNVs In Cancer
Recurrent mutation patterns

“group 4”

How can those patterns be used for classi cation
and determination of biological mechanisms?

WNT

GENOMIC COPY NUMBER IMBALANCES PROVIDE
WIDESPREAD SOMATIC VARIANTS IN CANCER

fi

A genomic copy number histogram for malignant medulloblastomas, the most frequent type of pediatric brain tumors, displaying regions of
genomic duplications and deletions. These can be decomposed into individual tumor profiles which segregate into several clusters of related
mutation patterns with functional relevance and clinical correlation.

BIOINFORMATICS APPLICATIONS NOTE

progenetix.net: storage and visualization of genomic aberration data in human malignancies
michael baudis, md

Progenetix.net: an online repository for
molecular cytogenetic aberration data

Over the last decade, techniques for the genome wide scanning for
genomic imbalances in malignant neoplasia have been developed, e.g.
Comparative Genomic Hybridization (CGH).

Michael Baudis 1, 2,∗ and Michael L. Cleary 2

Currently, no comprehensive online source for CGH data with a
standardized format suitable for data mining procedures has been
made available for public access. Such a data repository could be
valuable in identifying genetic aberration patterns with linkage to
specific disease entities, and provide additional information for
validating data from large scale expression array experiments.
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A case and band specific aberration matrix was selected as most
suitable format for the mining of CGH data. The [progenetix.net] data
repository was developed to provide the according data to the
research community for a growing number of human malignancies.
In the current implementation, two main purposes are being served.
First, access to the band specific pattern of chromosomal imbalances
allows the instantaneous identification of genomic “hotspots”.
Second, the band specific aberration matrices can be included in data
mining efforts. As an example, the clustering off all informative cases
from the current (September 2001) dataset is shown here (online
source under www.progenetix.net/bcats/clustered.png).

Data selection
PubMed is searched for publications applying CGH to the analysis
of malignant tumors. Articles are selected according to their online
availability and the description of genomic imbalances on a per
case basis.

Transformation of input data
Chromosomal aberration data is transformed via customized
parsing commands to a common format adherent to ISCN 1995
recommendations. In some cases, aberration data was transcribed
from graphical representations or provided by the authors.

Data storage
Currently, the primary data is stored in a dedicated “off-line”
database. Besides case identifier and ISCN adapted chromosomal
imbalance data, tumor classification and source information
including the PubMed identifier is recorded. Disease entities are
reclassified to ICD-O-3 codes.

Text parsing and generation of aberration matrix
For the generation of the case and band specific aberration matrix,
a dedicated text pattern comparison model was developed using
Perl. Briefly, for each chromosomal band, the aberration field of
each case is searched for a variety of patterns containing
aberration information applying to that band. A matrix with
currently 324 band resolution is generated, annotating
chromosomal gains with “1” and losses with “–1”; localized highlevel gains are designated “2“.

Website generation
For graphical representation of chromosomal imbalances, HTML
pages containing different views of the underlying aberration
matrices are generated using Perl. Graphics are implemented using
HTML syntax. Besides band specific, whole genomic overviews,
chromosome specific pages with links to all involved cases are
generated for each ICD-O-3 entity as well as for each registered
project. Additionally, those representations are available for
several subsets combining related data (e.g. all lymphoid
neoplasias, breast carcinoma cases). For each of the groups, the
according aberration matrix is linked for download.
Hierarchical clustering of band specific chromosomal imbalances from 999 human
neoplasias, contained in the [progenetix.net] collection. Cases without aberrations were
excluded.
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ABSTRACT
Summary: Through sequencing projects and, more
recently, array-based expression analysis experiments,
a wealth of genetic data has become accessible via
online resources. In contrast, few of the (molecular-)
cytogenetic aberration data collected in the last decades
are available in a format suitable for data mining procedures. www.progenetix.net is a new online repository
for previously published chromosomal aberration data,
allowing the addition of band-specific information about
chromosomal imbalances to oncologic data analysis
efforts.
Availability: http://www.progenetix.net
Contact: mbaudis@stanford.edu

Neoplastic transformation and progression is the result of
genetic defects arising in normal cells and giving rise to a
malignant clone. During the process of oncogenesis, some
of the usually multiple steps required for acquisition of
the full neoplastic phenotype may represent themselves as
numerical or structural abnormalities in the chromosomes
of the transformed cells.
Over the last decades, the analysis of chromosomal
abnormalities in malignant cells has gained importance
in oncologic research as well as in clinical practice. A
vast number of genetic abnormalities has been identified
in the virtually complete range of human neoplasias.
Several attempts have been undertaken for collection and
classification of those abnormalities, the most widely
recognized being the catalog by Mitelman and co-workers
(Mitelman, 1994; online access through http://cgap.nci.
nih.gov/Chromosomes/Mitelman).
In addition to metaphase analysis of short-term
cultivated tumor cells or tumor cell lines, molecular
cytogenetic techniques have recently been applied to the
analysis of chromosomal abnormalities in primary tumor
tissues. One of the more widely used screening techniques
is Comparative Genomic Hybridization (CGH; Kallion-

iemi et al., 1992; du Manoir et al., 1993). Briefly, this
method is based on the competitive in-situ hybridization
of differentially labeled tumor versus normal genomic
DNA to normal human metaphase spreads. The calculation of the intensity ratios of the two fluorochromes
gives an overview about relative gains and losses of DNA
in the tumor genome with mapping to the respective
chromosomal bands. The identification of frequently
imbalanced regions in tumor entities may point towards
tumor suppressor gene or proto-oncogenes mapping to
the respective chromosomal bands. Usually, the result of
those experiments is communicated either in text format
according to the International System for Cytogenetic
Nomenclature (Mitelman, 1995) or graphically, with
aberration bars next to chromosomal ideograms for the
representation of chromosomal gains and losses.
Because in each experiment CGH analysis covers the
whole number of chromosomes, the comparision of data
sets from related malignancies could lead to the delineation of common as well as divergent genetic pathways
defining the respective malignant phenotypes. Although
an extremely large number of malignant tumors has been
analyzed using this technique, no comprehensive CGH
database with band-specific chromosomal aberration
information is publicly available† .
A minimal requirement for such a database would be
the conversion of the text or graphical information used
in publications to data tables, representing the information
about the aberration status of single chromosomal bands
for each case. For the site discussed here, this process
includes: (1) the transformation of the published results
in a format adapted from the ISCN, and (2) the automatic
generation of the band specific aberration table.
Due to format variations of the published data, step 1
consists of the manual conversion of the text data or
evaluation and conversion of the graphical representations,
respectively. Due to the (in computational terms) odd
†

∗ To whom correspondence should be addressed.
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Links to a number of online CGH resources with different scopes can be
found at www.progenetix.net.

c Oxford University Press 2001
"

next.progenetix.org

GA4GH API promotes sharing
G

GA4GH API promotes sharing
G
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A Beacon answers a query for a specific genome
variant against individual or aggregate genome
collections
YES | NO | \0

ELIXIR Beacon Project
• Driver project on GA4GH roadmap
• aligns with Discovery Work Stream
• strong impact on GA4GH
developments as a concrete,
funded project

v1.1 and roadmap
structural variations (DUP, DEL) in
addition to SNV
… more structural queries
(translocations/fusions…)
Beacon queries as entry for data
handover (outside Beacon protocol)
layered authentication system using
ELIXIR AAI
v2• filters for phenotypic & technical
metadata
v2• Extended quantitative responses
Ubiquitous deployment (e.g.
throughout ELIXIR network)

9:18000000,2197509821967753,26000000:DEL

NCIT:C3058
DUO:0000004
HP:0003621

Have you seen deletions in
this region on chromosome 9
in Glioblastomas from a
juvenile patient, in a dataset
with unrestricted access?

Beacon v2 API

The Beacon API v2
proposal opens the way
for the design of a
simple but powerful
"genomics API".

Features and Possibilities of the current Beacon Specification
Beyond "testing the willingness for data sharing"...

• precise variant queries (chr17: 7673767 C>T)
• range queries ("any variant from here to there")
• variant frequencies
• structural genome variants, e.g. CNVs ("any deletion overlapping CDKN2A CDR coordinates")
• delivery of any kind of data matching a given query (variants, sample information, patient data
...) utilising "handover" objects (anonymous links to external services with their own security /
privacy implementations)

• networking of v1.n Beacons with AAI integration as demonstrated by the ELIXIR Beacon
Network

DX Ontologies
Hierarchical NCIt Neoplasm Core replaces
heterogeneous primary annotations

• heterogeneous and inconsistent diagnostic
annotations are common in clinical reports and
research studies ("text", ICD-10, ICD-O 3,
OncoTree, domain-speci c classi cations)

• highly variable granularity of annotations is a major
road block for comparative analyses and large scale
data integration

‣ "Colorectal Cancer" or "Rectal Mucinous Adenoca."

• initiatives and services such as Phenopackets,
MONDO, OXO ... rely on and/or provide mappings
to hierarchical ontologies

fi

progenet x

fi

NCIt Neoplasm Core coded display (excerpt) for samples
in the Progenetix cancer genome data resource allows
sample selection on multiple hierarchy levels
→

NCIt Neoplasm Core
Beacon v2 lters make use of hierarchical
classi cation systems

• Beacon v2 " lters" assumes inclusion of child
terms when using hierarchical classi cations

➡ implicit OR with otherwise assumed AND
• implementation of hierarchical annotations
overcomes some limitatiions of "fuzzy" disease
annotations

• data handover (Beacon v1.1+) enables further data
exploration and export scenarios

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

progenet x

Beacon+ speci c: Multiple term selection with OR logic

fi

Beacon &
Handover

Beacon Query

biosamples

allele_request
biosample_request

v2

individual_request

v2

Authentication

Michael Baudis

handover_id

bioterms
variants

biosample_id

Handover

Intersect

individual_id

lters

Beacons v1.1
supports data
delivery services

beacon_response

id

id

Beacon I/O

Beacon Response

reference_name
start
end
variant_type

geo_provenance

Example data backend
+
implemented by Beacon
beacon.progenetix.org
…

individuals

handover

alternate_bases

id

handover_id

…

bioterms

biosample_ids

geo_provenance

variant_ids

…

individual_ids
…

Handover Action
phenopackets
VCF
graphics

Authenticate

Beaconized Progenetix
From Beacon Query to Explorative
Analyses of CNV Patterns

• The consistent use of hierarchical diagnostic codes
allows the use of Beacon " lters" for
histopathological/clinically scoped queries

• Beacon's handover protocols can be utilized for
data retrieval and, well, handing over to additional
services, e.g.

‣ downloads
‣ visualization
‣ use of external services (UCSC browser display...)

fi

progenet x

Beaconized Progenetix
From Beacon Query to Explorative
Analyses of CNV Patterns

• The consistent use of hierarchical diagnostic codes
allows the use of Beacon " lters" for
histopathological/clinically scoped queries

• Beacon's handover protocols can be utilized for
data retrieval and, well, handing over to additional
services, e.g.

‣ downloads
‣ visualization
‣ use of external services (UCSC browser display...)

fi

progenet x

Standardized Data
Data re-use depends on standardized,
machine-readable metadata
• Multiple international initiatives (ELIXIR, GA4GH, MONARCH...)
and resource providers (EBI, NCBI ...) work on the generation
and implementation of data annotation standards

• emerging / established principles are the use of hierarchical
coding systems where individual codes are represented as
CURIEs

• other formats for non-categorical annotations based on
international standards, e.g.

•

‣ ISO (ISO 8601 time & period, ISO 3166 country codes ...)
‣ IETF (GeoJSON ...)
‣ W3C (CURIE ...)
these standards become pervasive throughout GA4GH's
ecosystem (e.g. Phenopackets ...)

"data_use_conditions" : {
"label" : "no restriction",
"id" : "DUO:0000004"
},
"provenance" : {
"material" : {
"type" : {
"id" : "EFO:0009656",
"label" : "neoplastic sample"
}
},
"geo" : {
"label" : "Zurich, Switzerland",
"precision" : "city",
"city" : "Zurich",
"country" : "Switzerland",
"latitude" : 47.37,
"longitude" : 8.55,
"geojson" : {
"type" : "Point",
"coordinates" : [
8.55,
47.37
]
},
"ISO-3166-alpha3" : "CHE"
}
},
{
"age": "P25Y3M2D"
}

GA4GH {S}[B] SchemaBlocks
Standardized formats and data schemas for
developing an "Internet of Genomics"

• “cross-workstreams, cross-drivers” initiative
to document GA4GH object standards and
prototypes

• launched in December 2018
• documentation and implementation examples
provided by GA4GH members

• not a rigid, complete data schema
• object vocabulary and semantics for a large
range of developments

‣ Beacon as contributor and user
schemablocks.org

Cancer (Genomics) Use Case
Lessons from Implementing a Cancer CNV Resource w/ GA4GH & ELIXIR Standards

• Beacon v1.1 -> 2.alpha is already very capable for data search & delivery, at least for the "minimal
expected subset" of associated data
‣ some additions (query logic, data aggregation...) helpful in increasing utility w/o breaking the standard

• the Beacon v2 " lters" paradigm coupled with consistent use of CURIEs has proven very reliable &
should drive adoption of standard ontologies throughout resources
‣ may require remapping or translation service integration by resource providers

• GA4GH standards such as DUO for and Passport together w/ ELIXIR AAI (&open implementations) will
enable opening of controlled access to yet closed resources

• several ELIXIR initiatives, platforms and projects work on integrating and driving GA4GH standards,
partially through use of standard documentation initiatives like SchemaBlocks

fi

• consistent use of metadata formats allows new insights into "accidentally collected data"

Cancer Samples in Publication (log scale)

256

●

ACGH

●

CCGH

●

WES

●

WGS

Publication statistics for cancer genome screening studies. The
graphic shows our assessment of publications reporting wholegenome screening of cancer samples, using molecular detection
methods (chromosomal CGH, genomic array technologies, whole
exome and genome sequencing).

32

For the years 1993-2018, we found 3'229 publications reporting
174'530 individual samples in single series from 1 to more than 1000
samples. Y-axis and size of the dots correspond to the sample
number; the color codes indicate the technology used.

4

1995

2000

2005

2010

2015

Year of Publication

Map of the geographic distribution (by rst author
a liation) of the 104'543 genomic array, 36'766
chromosomal CGH and 15'409 whole genome/exome
based cancer genome datasets.

fi

The numbers are derived from the 3'240 publications
registered in the Progenetix database.

fi

Metadata in Cancer Studies Beyond Cancer Genomics ...
ffi

Publication Landscape of Cancer CNV Pro ling

Technique

ELIXIR Beacon Network
• developed under lead from ELIXIR Finland
• authenticated access w/ ELIXIR AAI
• incremental extension, starting with ELIXIR
Beacon resources adhering to the latest
speci cation (contrast to legacy networks)

• service details provided by individual
Beacons, using GA4GH service-info

• registration service
➡integrator throughout ELIXIR Human Data
➡starting point for "beyond ELIXIR"

fi

feature rich federated Beacon services

9:18000000,2197509821967753,26000000:DEL

NCIT:C3058
DUO:0000004
HP:0003621

Have you seen deletions in
this region on chromosome 9
in Glioblastomas from a
juvenile patient, in a dataset
with unrestricted access?

"Internet of Genomics"

Beacon v2 API

The Beacon API v2
proposal opens the way
for the design of a
simple but powerful
"genomics API".

Tim Berners-Lee:
Information
Management: A
Proposal (CERN 1989)
&
WWW: First Page (1990)

ELIXIR Cancer Data Focus Group

www.elixir-europe.org

hCNV Community
• Community officially approved in February 2019
• Leadership

Michael Baudis
(ELIXIR Switzerland)

Mission statement

Despite the fact that Copy Number Variations are the most prevalent genetic mutation type,
identifying and interpreting them is still a major challenge. The ELIXIR human Copy Number
Variation (hCNV) Community aims to implement processes to make the detection, annotation
and interpretation of these variations easier

28

Baudisgroup @ UZH
(Ni Ai)
Michael Baudis
(Haoyang Cai)
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Bo Gao
Qingyao Huang
(Saumya Gupta)
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Beacon API Leads
Jordi Rambla
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Discovery WS
Michael Baudis (Beacon)
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ELIXIR
Gary Saunders
David Lloyd
Serena Scollen
Sabela de la Torre Pernas

Pierre-Henri Touissant

progenetix.org
github.com/progenetix

{S}[B] and GA4GH
Melanie Courtot
Helen Parkinson
many more ...

beacon-project.io
github.com/ga4gh-beacon/
next.progenetix.org/beacon-plus

